“Cam Jansen series”
j ADLER
The Cam Jansen series follows the adventures of Cam as she tries to solve mysteries.

“The Pumpkin Elf Mystery”
j KLEIN
Who is the Pumpkin Elf, and where is he? Freddy Thresher and the rest of his first-grade class follow clues to find a mysterious Halloween elf who comes to their classroom at night and plays tricks on everyone.

“Parents’ Night Fright” j LEVY
When Charlene’s prize-winning paper disappears on Parents’ Night, Invisible Inc. comes to the rescue in this illustrated classroom mystery.

“Snack Attack Mystery” j LEVY
Chip, an invisible boy, and his friends investigate the mysterious disappearance of yogurt-covered raisins, mixed nuts, and ginger snaps from their classroom.

“Kid Caramel, Private Investigator: The Werewolf of P.S. 40”
j FERGUSON
Is there a werewolf stalking the halls of P.S. 40 and the City of Tanwood? Everyone seems to think so. But you can bet that ace detective Kid Caramel and his pal Earnie will get to the bottom of the case.

“The Mystery of the Pirate Ghost”
j HAYES
Otto and his Uncle Tooth track down the pirate ghost terrorizing Boogle Bay.

“Sly the Sleuth and the Sports Mysteries”
j NAPOLI
Sly uses her detective skills to help her friends solve the case of the soccer switch, the kick craze and the basketball blues.

“The Pumpkin Elf Mystery”
j KLEIN
Who is the Pumpkin Elf, and where is he? Freddy Thresher and the rest of his first-grade class follow clues to find a mysterious Halloween elf who comes to their classroom at night and plays tricks on everyone.

“When Charlene’s prize-winning paper disappears on Parents’ Night, Invisible Inc. comes to the rescue in this illustrated classroom mystery.”

“Chip, an invisible boy, and his friends investigate the mysterious disappearance of yogurt-covered raisins, mixed nuts, and ginger snaps from their classroom.”

“Is there a werewolf stalking the halls of P.S. 40 and the City of Tanwood? Everyone seems to think so. But you can bet that ace detective Kid Caramel and his pal Earnie will get to the bottom of the case.”

“Otto and his Uncle Tooth track down the pirate ghost terrorizing Boogle Bay.”

“Sly uses her detective skills to help her friends solve the case of the soccer switch, the kick craze and the basketball blues.”
All Books can be found in the Beginning Chapter Book section unless otherwise noted.

“Damian Drooth, Supersleuth series”  
j MITCHEL HILL  
Join Damian and his gang of apprentice detectives in solving mysteries.

“Black Cat Club Mysteries”  
j SAUNDERS  
Four friends solve intriguing mysteries.

“Flatfoot Fox and the Case of the Missing Schoolhouse”  
j CLIFFORD  
Flatfoot Fox and his faithful friend, Secretary Bird, help Principal Porcupine solve the mystery of the missing school.

“A to Z Mysteries series”  
j ROY  
It’s up to Dink and his two best friends, Josh and Ruth Rose, to solve mysteries for each letter of the alphabet.

“Third Grade Detectives series”  
j STANLEY  
Who sent an anonymous note to Amber Lee? The secret’s in the spit! A new series from the pair that created “Scaredy Cats”, this time combining some of the most popular elements of kids’ books - mystery, a classroom setting, and simple forensic science with a bit of gross-out factor.

“Julian, Secret Agent”  
j CAMERON  
From rescuing a dog stuck in a hot car to saving a toddler from drowning, secret agents Julian, Huey, and Gloria have done a nice bit of crimebusting. But what they really want is to nab a real-live bank robber and earn the $25,000 reward. Just when it looks as if they might get their man, the police chief steps in, and the super sleuths find that they’re the ones who are in trouble, with a capital T!

“The Buddy Files series”  
j BUTLER  
An Edgar award winning mystery series for chapter book readers. Features a school therapy dog who solves mysteries. Books are told from the dog’s point of view.

“The Milo & Jazz Mysteries”  
j MONTGOMERY  
Milo and Jazz are real detectives in training, that is! And they’re ready to solve any mystery that come their way. With a little help from world-famous private eye Dash Marlowe, the two friends track down clues, stake out suspects, and become top-notch super sleuths!